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Sweet Potatoes and Maple Syrup: A Medicinal Food Pairing 






Sweet potatoes and maple syrup are a Thanksgiving holiday favorite. But did you know they are a highly therapeutic, evidenced-based medicinal pairing? 
For many of us, sweet potatoes are a once-a-year decadent marshmallow-laden addition to an already overwhelming Thanksgiving menu. But there is no need to feel guilty about eating these hear... 
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Extreme Toxicity of Roundup Destroys GM/Non-GM 'Substantial Equivalence' Argument 






If Monsanto's Roundup herbicide were actually 'safer than table salt' as they once advertised, the consumption of GM food wouldn't be nearly as controversial. The truth, however, is that virtually all GM food today contains residues of this toxic chemical, which disproves that GM and non-GM foods are 'substantially equivalent," which is the prima... 
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Sugar: Killing Us Sweetly 






In September 2013, a bombshell report from Credit Suisse's Research Institute brought into sharp focus the staggering health consequences of sugar on the health of Americans. The group revealed that approximately "30%–40% of healthcare expenditures in the USA go to help address issues that are closely tied to the excess consumption of... 
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Tracking & Mitigating Radiation Poisoning from the Inside Out 






This article focuses on internal exposure to ionizing radiation, its detrimental effects on health, and what nutrition-related steps you can take to reduce exposure and absorption in the body.
We are all exposed to radiation in some form and very likely on a daily basis. However what this daily dose of radiation means to you depends on what type... 
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Roll Up Your Sleeves Folks: 271 New Vaccines in Big Pharma’s Pipeline 






As of 2013, Big Pharma has had plans for the development of 271 new vaccines covering an array of diseases.  Into Whose Bodies Will They be Injected?
"No vaccine manufacturer shall be liable...for damages arising from a vaccine-related injury or death." – President Ronald Wilson Reagan, as he signed The Natio... 
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Targeting Cancer Stem Cells with NonToxic Therapies 






This article is copyrighted by Jeffrey Dach MD, 2013
Republished with permission from JeffreyDachMD.com
Originally published on JeffreyDachMD.com
When it comes to cancer treatment, chemotherapy does more harm than good.  There are other, non-toxic approaches that are worth exploring.
When Jim was 36 year old, he was diagnosed with ... 
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Antimicrobial Resistance - The Looming Medical Apocalypse 






Perhaps the most pressing crisis facing humanity is the development of antibiotic-resistant bacteria. It is estimated that by 2050, 10 million people will die every year from resistant bacterial infections. Bacteria have been developing antimicrobial resistance for over 2 billion years, we have known of the problem of resistant bacteria since the... 
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Medical Marijuana and Cannabis Research Suppressed 






Originally published on www.jeffreydachmd.com
Although cannabis was a medicinal plant for thousands of years, its medical use was suppressed and banned throughout most of the 20th century.
Banned in England, Canada and the US in the 1930’s, medical cannabis represents the first casualty in a war against natural medicine waged by the ph... 
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Revisioning Cellular Bioenergetics: Food As Information and The Light-Driven Body 






Chapter 10: K28658_Nutrition and Integrative Medicine: A Primer for Clinicians_Bakhru. ISBN: 978-1-4987-5948-9   TAYLOR and FRANCIS
 
 
Revisioning Cellular Bioenergetics: Food As Information and The Light-Driven Body
What if everything you ever thought was true about the body, and how it produces energy and communicate... 
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Anti-Vaccination; Pro-Science; Pro-Health; Anti-Industry 






There are unanswered questions about vaccine safety. We need studies on vaccinated populations based on various schedules and doses as well as individual patient susceptibilities that we are continuing to learn about. No one should be threatened by the pursuit of this knowledge. Vaccine policy should be the subject of frank and open debate, wi... 
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